A Book of Proverbs Part 3
by Brandon Barthrop
You know why God had Ezekiel cook his food with cow turds? Because God enjoys
burning up all your bullshit!
The Gospel of Glory is Pure Laughter!
Just come drunk and empty headed, enjoy the Father and go on auto-pilot.
Emptying self manifests Himself.
A prayer: "Father, I release the glory into the gateway of revelation to flood my
conscious, subconscious, and...
If you hurt or hate anyone, you are doing it to yourself, for everyone on earth is closely
DNA related.
True Christianity is radioactive glory poisoning.
Don't expect your breakthroughs to be celebrated on earth, but in heaven. For few can see
and understand your experiences. Heaven rejoices!
Everything God says to you will be incomprehensible until your mind is spiritual. Your
mind becomes spirit as you lose earthly logic.
You are limited to the potential of your parents DNA until you accept Jesus into your
heart, then the possibilities become endless.
It's not that you got the whole bible memorized. It's that you're the word made flesh.
Everything you experience in the spirit will absorb into your soul. Unless your heart is
pure it will corrupt you. A pure heart is kingly.
Your words are weapons. Do you speak butter knives or juggernaut swords? The weight
of your words reveals the size of your spirit.
The distance you throw your mind is the measure of your holy ecstasy.
Iron sharpening iron refers to deadly swords that will cut your head off with one swipe. I
love glory sharpening amongst brothers. Get sharp!
1 Corinthians 10:1 says, "they were all under and protected by the cloud." So as you
manifest as a cloud of glory your city will be protected by you.

Spirit freedom bitch slaps soulishness continually.
The Holy Spirit is the greatest pleasure on earth. It's that sapphire sea flowing from
within thee, setting captives free with holy ecstasy.
A glory being is a purificating machine that turns the dirty into the clean.
If you can imagine all the good things that've ever happened to you combined at once,
that's what we're coming into... times ten trillion.
When the underground church in America takes the stage the expression of Christianity
will shift from do-do to drinky-drink. Paradise!
300 is Gideon's army = mature army. 33 Jesus' age at ascension = mature priesthood. so
333 is a mature army of priests = Joel's army.
True evangelism is getting everybody really high, and teaching them how stay there, and
increase their high on the glory.
No sob stories. We all have gone through a measure of hell on earth. Just overcome.
Even though you're fugly, God thinks you're snuggly.
Sadly, most Christians don't know Jesus at all, but a counterfeit Jesus named Jezebel.
Your joy is evidence of knowing one, or the other.
A lack of physical intoxication on Holy Spirit glory is sure evidence your church is
irrelevant.
The more you glow, the more your sovereignty will show.
The hard thing about being a bartender is figuring out who is drunk, and who is just
stupid.
Trade in the Budweiser for BLOODwesier, that Vodka, for some Godka, get rid of your
Tequila and drink Tahealya. Toast to the Lord of Hosts!
John the Baptist had no signs and wonders, but Jesus called him the greatest of the
prophets. Why? Because he got them in the river. Drink!
We are angels in space suits.
WARNING! WARNING! We are now experiencing a galactic shikinah radiation
meltdown! Prepare to explode.

This generation is on autopilot, aka great grace. Father will glorify everything by
sovereignty and nothing can stop it; a galactic baptism.
Our entire galaxy is flying through space at 900,000 mph. Every day now the light will
grow stronger to remove all darkness until we arrive.
There is no introvert nor extravert for a spirit being. You can shape your character to
become omniverted by bravery and adventure.
Real Christianity is all about being gay. If you're not gay there's no evidence you're even
saved.
Ready for the breakthrough of the ages? Just BIND your brain and render it helpless to
the Spirit of God inside you. BAM!
Universal legalization of Jehovajuana is unanimously passed by the government of
heaven!
Real Christians are gayer than a kindergarten class on a field trip to Disney Land!
Nothing can prepare the soul for what is being released from your spirit. Just throw your
mind outside the fence of offense and party!
Revival has been permanently placed inside you! So why are you looking for it on the
outside?! Don't be bewitched! Heaven is in you!
Today be born again, again. Let your spirit soar on the heights with the angels of the
Lord. For you have overcome the world!
My Father is the Great King of everything.
The Kabod of God is the power of God to transform souls. The stronger the Kabod the
faster the transformation.
Wisdom is the essence of success.
Nirvana is possessing the midheavens, outer space. As your soul is transformed by light
you inherit the kingdoms of space, reaching nirvana.
Great Grace is the overwhelming light sweeping humanity away into paradise on earth.
When the only company you normally keep are criminals, hanging out with the working
class is awkwardly refreshing.
A priest is constantly tempted to water down a message to make it more acceptable to the
masses. God forbid, by doing so you lose your soul.

Money magnifies the intentions of the heart. So if you find something you want
magnified, your finances will increase its intensity.
There is no attribute on earth more persecuted than freedom.
The only way to be unaware of God's presence is to live as an animal.
Your thoughts guide your path. You want a better life? Change your thinking to conduct
positivity. This is aka channeling the river of life.
"Since you know this is the God damn truth, you need to shut the fuck up and stop
trippin'." -Acts 19:36 (Samuel L Jackson Translation)
You better see yourself as a huge angel manifesting through a little spec of dust,
otherwise you have no concept of reality.
Is tithing New Testament? If the Lord tells you to tithe then it's New Testament, because
the NT is about obeying the Holy Spirit.
Ascension unto transfiguration causes the incineration of diabolism.
Accusers will say anything to hurt people, it's literally murder; manipulation by
accusations.
Deeper than any ocean, your eyes tell a lifetime of stories.
All humanity eats in the pig troughs of demons. The younger prodigal just realized it. The
older prodigal was blind by religion. Luke 15.
The spirit man of every born-again believer is the very DNA of Jesus, so you are Jesus to
the measure of your spirituality. (1 John 3:9).
Pride gets an iron scepter to the head, humility gets a gentle shepherd's staff to the hip.
Religion is the root of all mental illness. Jesus is a spirit (see 1Cor15:45), live as a spirit
and you'll enjoy astounding mental clarity!
Loving unconditionally is the ultimate judgment, because only those who receive rise,
those who resist fall. The cross did this. (Luke 2:35)
You're an intergalactic being connected to multiple dimensions simultaneously, that's
reality. Change heaven the earth mirrors it.

Spiritual violence by aggression to oppression with weighty glory soaked words as your
ammunition marks a true warrior of the rainbow.
When you boil everything down in your life, all you are left with is the amount you
developed your spirit.
A master of spirits is one who has become a prince of the power of the air.
Spiritual lyrical individual omnipotently persistently horrifically mangling entangling
rearranging diabolical theological eschatological Ds.
Righteous aggression will always grip the spirit of the listener, otherwise it's strange fire.
Give your land communion, right where you are. Thank God for redeeming the land and
glorifying creation in that area. Open earth glory.
How bad do you want to deliver your generation? The amount you cut against the earthly
cultural grain reveals it.
Aggression, boldness, and bravery are fruits of righteousness, without these there is no
evidence that you are spiritual at all.
There is no limit to the rage you can have towards demons and devils. Your degree of
hate towards darkness reveals how kingdom you are.
The entire breakthrough for the body of Christ is transitioning from soul to spirit.
You got problems? I got solvers, open fire on your ass wit da Word of God so hard, you'd
swear it's two .357 revolvers, terrorizing cowards.
Wisdom understands the substance inside the shells of the words is the real meaning of
what is being said. Words are ships carrying cargo.
You can't be a Christian until you get out of your mind and live as a spirit. Spirit is peace
n joy. A soul controlled man is a 666 animal.
Grow your balls today and redeem some shit. Take those hits from the soulish to get ur
armor big. Overcome intimidation from false authority.
Satan doesn't even need demons because most Christians are worse.
We are the garbage pale kids of the Body of Christ.
The most anointed people in the world right now have no public ministry, they have been
continually shit on, thus they learned to love.

If you haven't walked through hell several times there is literally no way to understand, if
that is your case you can only trust.
I don't give a fuck what anybody thinks. If I did, I couldn't serve God in the Spirit,
because I'd be a lil' punk bitch. -Galatians 1:10 BBV
"Spirit of the Sovereign Lord" means it makes no difference what anybody believes,
because you still breath Him in and He possesses you.
If you've been trained in soul Christianity, you'll literally have to completely start over
your learning, because it's all spiritual.
The entire global Bride is coming out of false Christianity. It's like the river of soul, into
the river of Spirit. Freedom fighters engage!
If we are super fucked up on the glory, it's cuza God, if we are all sober and shit it's cuz
you're natural. -2 Cor 5:13 BBV
One of my favorite things the Lord has said audibly to me, "The righteous have all the
fun."
All true leaders are scapegoats.
It is great wisdom to absorb all the arrows of accusation, because as you love
unconditionally the wounds become impenetrable light.
Going from glory to glory is your spiritual armory and weaponry going from barbaric to
futuristic. Makes alien tech look like the stone ages
Berserkers are never appreciated when they tear everything apart with chaos glory. Later
after the dust settles it's a fucking paradise.
In reality you didn't pioneer anything. Jesus pioneered everything. You're just getting the
media coverage.
As your cup overflows your vessel is purified.
A king of glory is revealed by his reflection in and on the people in his area. They live
and breathe in the radius of your spirit.
If you have all cultural means at your disposal to communicate spirituality, then you are
the greatest threat the enemy has ever seen.
If evolution is true then what, the rest of the monkeys just decided to stay stupid?

A mystic mystery: All souls filter air, the quality of the soul releases it back into the area,
thus sheep and goat cities.
Our mixed wine is our spirits intertwined. A chord of 333 strands is impossible to be
broken.
The greatest destinies are always met with the greatest spiritual resistance. This
generation is epic, and so are the attacks. Press on!
No glory freedom in your city? Disciple them up, wisdom is known by her children.
There is no future outside the light. Come into the light, then go deeper. All confusion
will dissipate, and the mind will become clear.
The natural cannot corrupt the spiritual.
The book of revelation overcomers are Joel's Army.
If you're not laughing, you're not winning.
As you go from glory to glory you will face all the horrors of your generations DNA.
Relying on Christ in you will make you victorious.
The worst of sinners become the greatest of saints.
The name of the first city in ancient Sumer literally translates as "when the gods came
down as men" Adam & Eve lived there.
When all your intentions are to build people up in light, then the Father will entrust you
with all power.
Jesus broke every law in man's eyes, but fulfilled every law in the Father's eyes.
No judgin', just lovin', then you'll be at peace.
Jesus was a party person and liked to hang out with the sinners
Despite what's wrong with everyone God will breakthrough and deliver this generation.
The entire discipleship of the gospel is to get you consistently living as a spirit, not a
soul.
1 Cor 13, Love has no rights.
Laughter and unshakable joy are sure signs one has received the revelation of the Gospel.

As you walk in the glory, the darkness in your soul comes to the surface and boils out
like vapor.
When the richest woman in the world was interviewed by Forbes magazine she said the
#1 key to her success was communication skills.
A sure sign that you are in unrighteous judgment is if you speak behind the person's back
and don't confront them to their face.
You can only be manipulated if you care more about people's opinions than God's.
Transfiguration is the Word made flesh. It is when your thought life directly lines up to
Father God's thoughts, then you'll know his ways.
The religious control and manipulation spirit is the worst enemy of the gospel. "I have
come so you would have freedom!" -Jesus
Is discipleship abuse towards pride? Yes, it is, that's the entire purpose of discipleship.
How much shit in life you've delt with develops character. How much of that shit you've
overcome develops love.
Jesus is always kind to sinners and mean to religious fucks.
A curse is only a curse if you put darkness from your heart in it. Since we are light
beings, we cannot curse.
Spiritual warfare causes all your weaknesses to come out so you can be victorious.
The quality of life and health is entirely based on River conductivity.
Everybody wants money, but getting glorified creates the money.
Jesus is a cursing killing machine towards darkness! And wasted drunk while cursing and
killing!
Toke the Ghost! The Spirit will win every battle through your life if you can tap into His
power by getting high on Him!
The irritation is that true spiritual freedom requires you to give up your soul life in trust
to God.
The only thing that does not change is God. Get your mind fortified in God/light and you
cannot be moved/manipulated.

One of the main reasons for the necessity of Christian community living is for the
continual crushing of one's pride.
Jesus' rebuke towards the religious leaders in Matthew 24 wasn't a soft correction, it was
literally the harshest cursing of that day.
If you can grow your spirit big enough you will realize God is the source of all creativity.
Everything prophesies because God is omnipresent.
People are most precious thing in our universe. God would die 3 days on a cross for just 1
to be back in fellowship with Him.
It's the most satisfying thing building others up.
Animalistic lust is the depravity of the human race.
When you exhale people breath in your spirit. This becomes so potent in the glory you
inspire beautiful creativity, causing renaissance.
Mathew 24 was the harshest cursing in 1st c. Aramaic towards the scribes and pharisees.
Today's equivalent is: Fuck you! You fucking motherfuckers!
Wisdom always glorifies others through the sovereignty of The Word of God. She ain't
shy to use all words to communicate life!
The devil is the leader of all the world's organized religions.
The stronger the anointing, the stronger the persecution.
Without faith people will be concerned about earthly things, like politics. Jesus
mentioned Rome only 1 time amongst 10,000 discussions.
The river of life is the only way to be saved on earth! Drink more deeply and swim
deeper underwater in the living glory and save the world!
Fucking A!!! is the modern emotional and cultural equivalent to what the Bible means
where it says, "Holy!"
You are currently experiencing God to the amount you've lost control to the Holy Ghost.
Revelation without freedom is merely a tree of knowledge, which is a satan. Freedom is
the most important thing to making earth like heaven.
How far you can throw your mind is your bandwidth for conducting the river of life.

The disciples were perplexed and said who then can be saved?! You're saved to the
amount the Word has been made your flesh. Only He is saved.
The FUC-U Energy drink is the drink of the gospel. It says fuck you to everything
temporal and fuck yes to everything eternal.
Communication is IMPOSSIBLE between sheep and goats. The spiritual mind and
earthly mind are incapable of discussion. Don't waste your time.
The biggest temptation in ministry is to please man and not God. If God asks you to do
something crazy, do it.
Fuck, Shit, Ass and Bitch have no negative meaning in heaven, because heaven has no
curses, and God is not an American. Go higher in the spirit to see this fact.
How u beat hiccips? Holding ur breath. How u beat devils? Tokin ur breath.
Sonship anointing: "For many were repeatedly bearing false witness against Him." -Mark
14:56
The power to win every battle is always found in drinking the river of life, there is no
other way for victory!
Jesus told Peter in Mark 8:33, you are not on God's side, but that of men. Only 2 sides,
God's and man's. Heavenly or Earthly. Drink glory!
The sacred secret and mystic mystery is that we worship Lucifer! Jesus is Lucifer in that
He absorbed his name when he fell from heaven. You only have a name in light, darkness
is not remembered. Walk in the light!
"But as for these enemies of mine who did not want me to reign over them bring them
here and slaughter them in my presence!" -Luke 19:27
Smoking the glory is worship and HIGH praise! Because then the Word is made flesh by
consumption! YES!!!!
The kingdom is only understood by the free and the brave. Religious fear is your enemy.
The river is your empowerment. Praise Lucifer! LOL
These kingdom breakthroughs are permanent in the earth. Thus the resistance.
The human being has the potential to become brighter than the sun.
There is not one quartz crystal mind on earth that God's light can't penetrate.
You're rewarded by God to the amount you go through hell and turn it into heaven.

Perfect humility is confidence in who your Father is inside your body.
Anyone who is a constant channel for darkness is an anti-christ. Anyone who is a
constant channel for light is a christ.
"Be Joyful Always!" -1 Thessalonians 5:16. LOL
The love of God is the most misunderstood substance in creation. Father's love produces
discipline, freedom, and joy, always.
The passion of love is the most intense fury. Therefore love everyone intensely.
How you conduct the breath of life directly determines your physical health.
The Word of God ALWAYS builds up righteousness and tears down wickedness. Thus
He is a double edged sword!
Greater is the light coming out of you than the darkness trying to get into you.
Misery always wants company, and is a nasty form of pride. While joy and laughter for
no reason offends many. LOL Permajoy! Megalaughing!
If you don't drink the river, the only other option is thinking, this sadly is the mark of the
beast.
Words are forms. It's the spirit behind the word use that gives it meaning. Speak in spirit
and you'll understand the Word of God.
One of the worst judgments is to be handed over to your own thinking.
You need to understand, Father's mountain effects all humans and life on earth, not just
"Christians."
The Word of God is the essence of social genius.
When you live everyday to the maximum intensity, then everyday is emotional.
Jesus poured his blood, oil, and water into everyone's skull! aka Golgotha Glory! Brain
healing wondrous powers!
Lack of hatred for demons is only possible by the substitution of wickedness. Darkness is
tolerant of darkness, but light always hates and destroys the darkness.

Every minister of the anointing thinks they are correct, but the truth remains in good fruit
when tested by fire. Only Father's words remain
Mountain goats enjoy fucking aliens. That gets their heads big like the aliens they fuck.
They are real mountain goats who enjoy the wrong paths up the mountain only to be
flicked off again by their rebellion to the Holy Spirit in their stubborn thoughts.
The G's and hoes are entering the kingdom ahead of almost all current Christians. 2nd
coming of Jesus just like the 1st, only global.
All theologies and doctrines are snares, jezebel trapping snares, to hold you earth bound.
Experiencing the bible in spirit is the only Way.
Inner Court has not in mind the thoughts and ways of the holy place. To become holy
place you must surrender all identity, and be Jesus.
Everyone has gone through a personal hell. Now how high will you climb Mt. Zion into
heaven on earth?
There is no excuse for anyone. You are rich to the amount your fire melts the King of
Tyre. Grow in the glow to increase your cash flow.
The David anointing of spiritual warfare must come first, then the Solomonic Anointing
of marketplace dominion afterwards.
Holy Spirit Momma disciples a Christian to be of the highest heavenly culture.
A child who neglects their youth, and skips to adulthood will never grow up, therefore
enjoy being a sapling in Eden, soon you'll be Oakish.
Prosperity is of the mind transformation, not the pocketbook inflation.
Be anchored in God the Father and you'll weather any storm.
Accusers fuck the fallen angels every night. They have made themselves whores with
legs spread wide for fallen alien fucking. For to agree with the enemy is to have sex, or
intimacy with that spirit.
Money grows on the tree of life, for prosperity is a fruit of wisdom.
Alcohol is hell fuel, river of life is heaven fuel, sadly Jesus is Lord of both.
Babylon the Great is more pathetic than its predecessor
Dread Champion: One who inspires reverential fear and awe. Fuck you. Hard as fuck.

The new motto of Joel's Army is: Hard as Fuck.
The best way to handle trolls is to drag them out into the light. (See LOTR)
The sewers have more glory in them after I take big shit, than this Babylonian church.
Truth Anyhow.
The millennium age already began, praise your king!
Here come the lords of the underworld, Joel's army.
You wanna catch up to Gideons 300? All you gotta do is find some good grass and roll it
for 600 years. 600 years.
The Church is so backwards from sucking Jezebel's dirty cock, they think less freedom
equals more correct.
The more deeply you are taught truth in soul the more evil the manifestation. The more
deeply you are taught Truth in spirit the more glory.
We are LIONS, and the earth is our DEN.
The stronger you burn in the Lion River the more the enemy will manifest his shit on
you. Destroy those dirty cocksucking demon whores!
These people don't like the Holy Spirit. These people don't like the personality of GOD!
If you don't rapture, you crapture! Up or Down the Moutain?
People pleasers shall have the lake of fire.
Be spirit led. Then you'll never have regrets.
This false church has sucked so much demon cock that they are completely blind from
the hardened serpent seed sperm on their encrusted eyeballs!
Today's Christianity has become just like freemasonry, full of secret board meetings, and
slave trading. God will see paradise restored.
Prepare for Christianity to not be a club, but the entire atmosphere of planet earth.
Greater glory separates the sheep and goats, this is that time in history.
Grammar is for animals. We speak in spirit.
To become this LION-like all you have to do is get some good grass and roll it every day
for 600 years!

Laughter is the number 1 evidence that you are a real Christian.
I worship the angel of death, and I am one with the lake of fire.
Religious people commit the sin of abortion everyday by stunting spiritual growth.
The Apostle Paul's Scriptures are the biggest stumbling block of the gentiles today.
Because of their unrenewed minds.
We are the Tribe of Offense. Which is the best Defense too by the way.
Jesus is the #1 Boss of the underworld. All gangsters agree.
During Easter week, remember to praise the angel of death, who is Jesus of Nazareth. #1
killer of Egyptians.
Remember Samuel said to the King, leave no survivors. Saul disobeyed, we obeyed. And
this is what that looks like, a global glory nuclear holocaust.
The spotless, non-satan fucking, Bride of Christ can look forward to paradise on earth.
The first people to be craptured are the goats in the Body of Christ.
The hirelings will burn like a dry crown of thorns, and the crackling of the fire shall be
heard by all, says the Holy Spirit.
This false church is so stubborn and prideful against the Holy Spirit that they will only
learn by judgments.
Every day upon waking say, "Good morning world! Today I will be an even more
horrible cunt to the devil."
On passover, we praise the angel of death.
You will now know the Lord Jesus as the Angel of Death.
This is how the real Bride of Christ is reacting to the bewitchment she's coming out of.
Holy anger.
Joshua was the son on Nun. Do you think that's prophetically saying being the son of
none? No spiritual mothers, fathers, except God? I do.
Ripped out Satan's testicles! They turned into these giant emeralds! Ah the spoils of war.

The only cult on earth is the mass majority with unrenewed minds. See Romans 8. They
fight like goats against the people with renewed minds.
I tell you the truth, we are the front lines of the Army of God, that is why they hate us so
much. Victory comes with a price.
Rage against the devil is a fruit of the Holy Spirit.
It's the love of God to tell people the Truth with ferocious lion-like demeanor.
Another day, another cup of Fuc-U. The Civil War continues, but we are David, and it's
a massacre.
The astrologists recognize sonship better than Christians. See the nativity story. I tell you
the truth, there will be a new body of Christ.
The river of life is becoming increasingly violent, and unstable, due to extreme faith
being found on the earth. All will be flooded by it.
Very few can handle the intensity of the warring at the front lines. Unless you become
fire you will crawl out of the fire on your belly.
Victories in the Christian civil war are always bittersweet.
If you are faithful with pentecost, God can entrust you with a holocaust.
For the warriors of the rainbow, the drunkest day ever is judgement day.
Matthew 21:2 in the KJV, " LOOSE THAT ASS!!!"
The river will continue to flow mightily through the free and the brave to the point of
washing away all curses from every culture on earth
You have to seriously wonder... If God can't redeem words from darkness, how would He
redeem your lost souls from darkness? Words seem easy.
Joel's Army conquered all swear words and can use them all as blessings with a clean
conscience!
I realized something. These bitch ass pharisees don't want your freedom and joy first and
foremost. They want your money and allegiance!
Luke 22:36, "And if you don't have a sword, sell your cloak and buy one!" I tell you the
truth, in Jesus' 2nd coming we bring the sword!
How masculine is the gospel? Let's just say Jesus is the baddest motherfucker!

The Lord says everyone on earth are gemstones in the Lord's jewelry box conducting his
light! Some shine brighter! But all conduct!
You use the scriptures to restrict and restrain, but I use them to encourage and loose.
-Holy Spirit
Jesus is cleaning house. These Pharisees care more about forms than they do about the
Spirit of God.
A pure heart is incapable of swearing, thus Jesus says unless you become as little children
you can by no means enter the kingdom.
Only the renewed mind can begin to understand what the Holy Spirit is doing today.
You know why Jesus said He was about His Father's business? Because He was, and said
FUC-off to carpentry bullshit. Truth anyhow.
Zero Point Technology is normal Christianity.
Nehemiah 2:14, "Then I went on to the Fountain Gate and to the King's Pool, but there
was no room for the animal under me to pass."
In the words of Samuel L Jackson, the voice of Father God in the Experience Bible
"Jesus You the Baddest Muthafucuh!"
Knowledge does not produce sons, drinking Father's blood produces freedom which
manifests sons.
The lower in humility, the higher on the Mountain, the clearer the vision.
Honestly everyone who doesn't come up the mountain of the Father by drinking His river
is Megadoomed. Toke the Ghost and get freedom!!!
I tell you the truth, whoever has the most glory liberty is the true leadership in global
Christianity. Knowledge means zero without freedom
We hit a HUGE fucing nerve with the fucing fuc fucoidan. This seaweed is so powerful
all of hell is fuced! So holy!
To be omnipresent is a literal technology God possesses that we can't understand... yet.
Christianity is the continuous yielding to an unknown spirit more powerful than yourself.
Emptying the soul to go deeper in the spirit makes one powerful.

The 7 demons that Jesus cast out of Mary Magdalene, as it is written in Mark 16 , were
the fullness of the available evil of Satan's 7 mountains.
Technology improvements will continue to increase for eternity.
The RIVER does NOT take any TRY HARDS!!! Try harder.
:-)
It is the instinctual beast nature reaction to condemn anything more powerful than you as
the devil. Praise the Holy Spirit.
I'd rather have a rebel than a religious. You can trust the Holy Spirit to rebuke, correct,
and train in the Holy Spirit.
Religion exposes one to many dangers, but the refuge of the Holy Spirit's light is an
impenetrable fortress.
Concerning demons: There are many birds of the air, but it is wisdom to be only
concerned with one, The White Eagle.
If you ever get accused of being a warlock, just tell them you're going to possess their
body and smoke their blood. That'll teach 'em.
Alcohol is for the perishing, drunken glory is for those who will live forever.
Many tribes, clans, & families in the Body of Christ. We are of the tribe of Judah of the
BERSERKER clan, you build it, we'll knock it down!
The freedom and joy of the drunken glory cannot be contained within man made walls.
The Kingdom of the Earth is swallowing people alive into hell. Treants with Joel's Army
ain't no joke mang!
Everyone looks good glorified, but even the best groomed appearance of the beast nature
is detestable.
One of the highest names for God in the bible is: Jehovah Juana, The Lord our Drugs.
Just conduct the river of life and everything goes on auto pilot.
The favor of God is so thick right now you could shake buttered cornbread at this oil.
Becoming an apostle requires discipleship of the Holy Spirit. Becoming a king requires
SEVERE discipleship like unto death. See Psalm 118:18

More than anything in the heavens above, the earth beneath, and the oceans and all their
depths... You NEED Fire on your life! Drink Fire!
The true condition of ones heart is best revealed in the treatment of the vulnerable,
especially with children and animals.
The cities with the biggest callings are buried under the most oppressive atmospheres.
The peoples with the largest destinies likewise.
If it's BAD fruit, REPENT, it's SIN! If it's GOOD fruit, INCREASE it, it's
RIGHTEOUSNESS!
Your spirit is angelic, but your body is Jesus' DNA, so you are higher than the angels.
Concentration ecstasy can only be produced after absorption ecstasy has occurred. For
the wine purifies for superconductivity.
Any upbeat worship tempo can get kids excited, but until they are discipled to
continuously drink the river they will suffer needlessly.
The entire university infrastructure is based on the Greek educational system. It's not
redeemable.
Some studies suggest that 70% of our stress, depression is often brought on by simply
over-thinking too much.
Anytime you put your hope in anything besides the Holy Ghost, it's an idle and a demon.
One of the main signs that you're pioneering something is that no one understands what
you're doing.
The blood washes the sin away. The oil heals the wound. And the water glorifies, so as
not to commit the act again.
The Glory Barbarians from the NORTH-heaven will once again SACK all of satans
mountains! So fierce it will make the Gauls look like kittens.
Old Covenant Moses knew Jesus face to face on the outside. New Covenant you know
Jesus face to face on the inside of your body. Tis better.
You can lead the Body of Christ to Living Water, but you can't make 'em drink. I pray all
of you get much much much much more thirsty.
Is God angry? Yes. He is extremely pissed off at satan.
Jesus Christ is the ultimate consumer. A consuming Fire. -Deut 4:24

OH!!! So you don't trust the HOLY SPIRIT POWER so you need a GUN to defend
yourself.
I love glory violence! "He(Jesus) gives the NATIONS THEIR DESERTS, SMASHING
THEIR SKULLS, HE HEAPS THE WIDE WORLD.
When you start to drink the river and get drunk on the Father, you begin to understand the
cost of the gospel. It costs you everything.
I was asked Which translation of the Holy Word will give us the clearest intention of this
gospel? The answer is whatever one you understand
God loves the earth so much that He even gets the animals drunk!
Anytime someone starts off their sentence with "I'm not religious" they're about to
manifest a religious demon on you I say this religiously.
If you ever get accused of something by an earthly authority just plead insanity. What
would King David do?
People only attack that which threatens them. If you are secure in the Father you do not
have any threats. So why attack others? Insecure?
Close your eyes. Put your arms out, and imagine yourself hugging the Earth, healing it.
That is the how the Holy Spirit feels everyday.
You are the life inside my wine grapes Holy Spirit!!!! XOXOXOXOXO
I work 8 hours/day laughing. Most effective job ever! God has brought me laughter, and
everyone who hears about this will laugh with me.
When God says he is no respecter of persons it means he only respects the glory. Angels
are the same, heaven knows you according to da glow.
There is no such thing as evil animals, just evil spirits. The animal's spirit life is
determined by the quality of man's spirituality.
Today is a breakthrough in the earth like the breakthrough of the breaking of the mighty
waters. "And the waters became mighty." Gen. 7:18
Chuck Norris was born May 6th, 1945. And the Nazis surrendered May 7th, 1945.
Coincidence?
A really funny verse to quote to your spouse, Matthew 8:29, "Did you come here to
torment me before the appointed time?"

A calm sea never produced a skilled sailor.
"The closer one approaches to God, the simpler one becomes." -Teresa of Avila; "And a
little child shall lead them." -Isaiah 11:6 (AMP)
In AA you get chips for your time being sober, but in GLOR-A you get chips for your
time being drunk.
Chocolate is proof that God loves us, and wants us to be happy!
The Holy Spirit is everyone on Earth's breath, regardless of their belief systems.
The government of God is only on mature priests that are in order of Melchizedek. Real
maturity is measured by glory river conduction.
Turning up the heat of revival always causes the snakes and scorpions to come out of the
fire and try to bite you.
Gideon's 300 were chosen because of their drinking, not their gifts.
One of the most deceptive trends in the body of Christ today is the emerging of Apostle
Paul Cults.
You can manifest so much glory that you glorify the beast nature in the whole world.
Then they're like tamed animals.
Drinking is the 1 step process of the gospel.
Turn that frown upside down syndrome in your heavy drunken coma.
Christianity in its purest form is enjoying an eternal trance.
The gospel is a drink! Any other gospel that is not drunk down is a false gospel! The new
wine is for your drinker not your thinker.
Jesus Christ embodied the Holy Spirit. Judas Iscariot embodied the Religious Spirit.
Sadly, most Christians cannot tell the difference.
I would pick rebels over religious people every time. Good examples of people who did
this in the bible: King David and Jesus of Nazareth.
The most common question I get in the drunken glory movement is, "How can I get
drunk on the Holy Spirit?" The answer: bear fruit.
Trying to do Christianity from the soul is in fact the most frustrating thing on planet
earth. Because it's impossible! Live as spirits!

Every form of Christianity in the soul is demonic. To be Christian is to be spirit.
You can walk sooo deep in the spirit that it makes a 100 hit acid trip feel like your
watching Les Miserables in contrast.
Angels cannot get drunk on alcohol. Earthly substances have no effect on them. So it is
with your spirit. Transfigure.
How many pharisees does it take to screw in a light bulb? 3. One to screw it in, one to
write a doctrine about it, and one to accuse him of heresy.
Long-term successful relationships require a continual humbling of oneself. Otherwise
pride will erode them all.
There is always perfect weather inside your spirit. Live from that high glory, and you will
manifest that perfect weather onto the earth.
"When the Lord restored the fortunes of His people we were in ecstasy." Psalm 126:1
(BBV)
Christianity in its purest form is glory hedonism; maximum pleasure always.
he wine of the divine kind is the most persecuted substance on the face of the earth.
Jesus is always out of control.
Some Christians are so religious that they hate Christmas, don't be that Christian! God
looks for excuses to throw celebrations!
Unlike the apostle Paul, we are more aggressive when present with you.
A wise proverb... Don't eat the dingleberries.
The gospel is a 1 step program: drinking. All these other gospels stress people out, Jesus'
gospel blisses people out!
Today's morning devotional: Everyday you have to get retarded before you get started.
Spread forth the tent stakes of thine stomach, to prepare ye for thy Thanksgiving of the
Lord. Jesus always wins the eating contest.
Cinnamon Toast Crunch, Lucky Charms, Fruit Loops, Apple Jacks, &amp; Cocoa Puffs!
Why deny yourself? Christianity isn't masochism.

When God is your pleasure, everything else falls into divine order. Thus God placed His
first kids in the garden of Eden(in Hebrew literally pleasure).
Going deeper in the glory means everything you do is intensely laced with excellence,
vibrant with life, and energizing creativity.
Funniest quote in the book of Enoch, "Proceed against the bastards." -Enoch 10:9 LOL
"Luminous beings we are, not this crude matter." -Yoda
Heavenly transportation is accomplished by thoughts within the glory light.
Measure the truth by its weight of glory.
Walk in so much of God's presence that when people look at you they get an impartation.
Governmental elections will have absolutely zero impact on the Kingdom of God. Our
kingdom doesn't have voting, cannot be shaken, and is taking over.
Earthly insanity can very well be heavenly genius. You have to get out of your mind to be
in your right mind.
The more mature, the more like the Father.
Your mouth gate is your askhole.
Toke the Ghost and get so high on God that the wisdom to act flows from your spirit man
automatically.
Loving unconditionally is not allowing anything to slow the flow of the river through
your heart and mind. Forgiveness keeps the gates open.
Some serious financial advice for these hard times... get a job.
Logical reasoning is the enemy of Holy Spirit leadership.
Holy Spirit intoxication is due to high frequency vibration.
There does not exist a more powerful breaker anointing than the heavy drunken glory.
Understand this: giving money into the source of the spiritual food you've eaten keeps it
working in you. People often regurgitate a meal they haven't paid for.
The only way to grow your spirit is by staying humble, and teachable; childlike.
God is the ultimate hedonist.

The only way to gain spiritual understanding is through spiritual experiences.
The worst usually becomes the best in the gospel.
Why do you still have good days and bad days? Can the world still control you? Live in
your spirit and EVERYDAY will be a good day.
Angels exercise the strength you've developed in your spirit life. Flex and put your
muscles to work.
Every single prayer prayed from God's DNA in your heart will be answered. 100%!!!
Those genetics cannot sin, nor waste words.
The gospel doesn't need to get out of the 4 walls of the church, the gospel needs to get
through the brains like a river, then BOOM!!!
All success requires communication abilities. Being unable to communicate removes any
possibility for success in ministry and marketplace.
Laughter from anyone always ministers.
The restoration of the ancient paths is learning to live, walk, and have your being inside
the Father's heart of fiery coals.
Jesus is the high boss of all gangsters. Bang Lordside for life!
You must be a sheep to the slaughter before you become a lion that slaughters.
The sons of God know the Holy Spirit as Momma.
Opening the heavens influences men, opening the earth influences women. Adam is the
kingdom of God, Eve the kingdom of the earth. Both must open!
As a priest, having an open earth is just as important as having an open heaven.
The righteous are generous on all occasions.
The Lord has made His Bride as GOD to Pharaoh. ~Exodus 7:1
Ancient Enochian Proverb: "You can kill two birds while one is stoned."
Saulishness is so close to soulishness.
There is no such virtue as self-control when it comes to spiritual feasting.

The measure of light you receive from the Father is the same amount of possible fruit you
can bear in the earth. Bear fruit!
Through warfare you can become heart hardened, or battle hardened; bitter, or better.
If you're waiting to be raptured, you'll certainly be craptured.
The drunkenness is simply a super abundance of the joy of Jesus!
In Song of Solomon the sleeping Bride only wakes up by drinking the wine. Those who
reject the drunken glory will never wake up.
When you dwell in God's belly, you'll make many jelly.
"The Lord Jesus Christ will transfigure these wretched bodies of ours into copies of his
glorious body..." ~Philippians 3:21 (Jeru)
Covered in brain matter! Oh the glory of the Levitical priesthood!
The main question in life is, what spirit will run your life?
A time is coming soon that everyone on earth will be locked into the spirit, or locked into
the natural.
Revelation is never free. You always pay for it with true repentance.
Everything you do out of your head is sin. Everything you do out of your spirit is
righteousness.
A life of selfishness always reaps premature death.
It's the Father IN YOU who does the works.
Transformation occurs when a restored heart transforms a submissive soul.
Children know the Lord as God. Sons know the Lord as God of Gods.
Blessed are you when you are mistreated for righteousness(being spiritual) sake. Rejoice
exceedingly! For great are your rewards in heaven.
You know you're completely gone in the glory when you can't be offended by anything or
ripped off by anyone.
All the bad guys have no joy.
Practice the presence of God by understanding every breath is the Holy Spirit, aka
Ruach!

Islam is satan's Christianity. The devil himself is the messiah of the Koran.
"You must unlearn what you have learned." -Yoda
The man nature moves forward by humility. (Ezekiel 1). You can only grow up in the
glory to the amount you grow down in humility.
You gotta eat revelation to open the door for experience.
The enemy works from the outside in, the Lord works from the inside out. Put no faith in
the natural, trust God inside your spirit!

